VideoLib - Bug #468
"Carrie" selection of original doesn't change scanned selection
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03 - Medium

The scan of Carrie shows the latest remake. Selecting the original from the Alternates doesn't update the poster or any of the video
metadata displayed.

Associated revisions
Revision 63e9da3d - 14 Aug 2016 21:40 - Hammel
RM #524, RM #486, RM #468, RM #344, RM #343: Refactored code to be much simpler, putting more of the load in MovieDB from UI. Also allows
saving and better use of JSON data from upstream db. Changed from flat file db to saving all JSON data for all movies. Added VideoLib specific fields
to json to make it easier to edit which alternative to use. Fixed scanning to only scan new videos unless specifically requested to rebuild database.
Dropped multiple poster sizes to simplify code.

Revision 63e9da3d - 14 Aug 2016 21:40 - Hammel
RM #524, RM #486, RM #468, RM #344, RM #343: Refactored code to be much simpler, putting more of the load in MovieDB from UI. Also allows
saving and better use of JSON data from upstream db. Changed from flat file db to saving all JSON data for all movies. Added VideoLib specific fields
to json to make it easier to edit which alternative to use. Fixed scanning to only scan new videos unless specifically requested to rebuild database.
Dropped multiple poster sizes to simplify code.

History
#1 - 23 Nov 2015 21:28 - Hammel
- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent
- Severity changed from 01 - Critical to 03 - Medium
#2 - 30 Aug 2016 21:40 - Hammel
- Status changed from New to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

This is fixed with the latest updates that switched to JSON output and support of TV episodes.
Closing issue.
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